WEEKLY REFLECTIONS AND WORSHIP IDEAS

3RD SUNDAY AFTER PENTECOST
Revd. Cara Heafey, Associate Minister, Summertown URC
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READ:
MATTHEW
10:24-39
“Do not think that I
have come to bring
peace to the earth;
I have not come to
bring peace, but a
sword”

REFLECT:
This week’s text is a really tough one! I’ve
always felt myself squirming before these
challenging words from Jesus about enmity
and division. As someone who is conflictaverse I know that I’m guilty at times of
wanting to soften Jesus into a laid-back
“peace, love and harmony” kind of guy… and
then there are passages like this one, which
burst my bubble.
Why does Jesus, Prince of Peace, speak the
words “…I have not come to bring peace, but a
sword?” Why does Jesus, proponent of love
and forgiveness, who not only heals the sick
but restores them to community, say “…I have
come to set a man against his father, and a
daughter against her mother, and a daughterin-law against her mother-in-law…”?

Bible commentator Lance Pape offers an answer
that I have found helpful. He writes, “Evidently
there is peace, and then there is peace.” Just
as there are two, sometimes conflicting, kinds of
justice: retributive and distributive (retributive is
concerned with fair punishment, ‘an eye for an
eye’, while distributive is social justice, a fair
distribution of property and power), so there are
two kinds of peace.
The first kind of peace is associated with
retributive justice. It is the peace of Empire – a
peace won by violence and victory. A peace
associated with “law and order” and maintaining
the status quo. These last few weeks we’ve been
hearing politicians both here and in the USA call
for peace of this kind. Condemning the actions of
protestors as “thuggery” and “hooliganism” and
showing little interest in addressing the systemic
evil being decried.
The second kind of peace is associated with
distributive justice. It is the peace of the Gospel –
a peace won by non-violence and social justice. A
peace beautifully imagined by Old Testament
prophets (see Micah 4:3-4 and Zechariah 8:4-5),
by Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount, and by
Martin Luther King Jr in his famous “I have a
dream” speech.
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Jesus’ troubling words are a reminder to us that
Kingdom-of-God values and concerns are at odds
with the values and concerns of Empire. Faithful
discipleship will therefore, inevitably, bring us
into conflict; situations where we are called to
protest, resist and even disobey earthly
authorities.

Pray:
For a peace born of
social justice
For courage to
recognise, resist and
confront evil
For the Church to be
a prophetic voice

Resources
and Contacts:
Our friends at Wheatley
URC have a huge archive
of online sermons you
can listen to, and are
regularly posting new
resources on their
website:
www.wheatleyurc.org.uk
If you need any help,
have a prayer request,
or would like someone
to talk to; please contact
your elder or one of us:
Revd. Pauline Main
Tel: 01865 513581 or
07931 305803
Revd. Cara Heafey
Tel: 01865 863053 or
07835 172206

